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Abstract 
In this paper, a general matrix structure for shortened turbo product codes (TPC) and an improved decoding 
algorithm based on Chase decoder are presented. In the proposed algorithm, the decoding complexity is decreased by 
reducing the number of candidate codewords and, an efficient method to estimate the extrinsic information without 
competing codeword is designed, too. Compared with the conventional algorithm, simulation results show that 
considerable coding gains can be obtained by the proposed decoding algorithm with decreasing decoding complexity. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of CEIS 
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1. Introduction 
Product codes [1] were first invented by Elias, which are very simple and relatively efficient for 
building long block codes by using two or more short linear block codes. The optimal decoding algorithm 
of product code is maximum likelihood decoding (MLD). However, it is too complicated for applications. 
In 1972, Chase proposed a suboptimal decoding algorithm, i.e. Chase algorithm [2] for linear block codes, 
which could approach the MLD with a reduced complexity. After the first invention of turbo codes by 
Berrou in 1993, Pyndiah studied the iterative decoding algorithm for turbo codes and the interleaver 
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structure for product codes, and then proposed turbo product codes (TPC) in 1994 [3]. It is also known as 
block turbo code (BTC)  by using linear block codes as the component codes. TPC have the advantages of 
high code-rate, low error floor and can achieve the channel capacity, too. Thus, TPC have great 
application prospect and are especially suitable for communication systems with high throughput.  
Although TPC offer good performance for communications, the code-rates are restricted to certain 
values depending on their component codes. This limits their applications in many cases. Shortening 
technique [4] is an efficient method constructing new different code-rates of shortened TPC with a fixed 
mother code. In this paper, a practical matrix structure of shortened TPC is presented. 
In the Chase-based decoding algorithms [5], increasing the number of lowest- reliability bits can achieve 
better decoding performance but the complexity will increase as well. We must find a tradeoff between 
complexity and performance [6-8]. In this paper, a new and better approach of reducing the number of 
candidate codewords is presented. In addition, an efficient method to estimate the extrinsic information 
without competing codeword is also proposed to improve the decoding of shortened TPC. The jointed 
two improvements promote the performance of the shortened TPC decoder.  
2. Structure of  Shortened TPC 
TPC are parallel concatenated block codes by using two or more short 
block codes to build powerful error-correcting codes. Consider two 
systematic linear block codes, 1C  and 2C with corresponding 
parameters ( ), ,i i in k δ , where ( ), , 1, 2i i in k iδ =  stand for codeword 
length, number of information bits, and minimum Hamming distance 
( )minD , respectively. The two block codes construct two-dimensional 
product codes, which have a minD  of  1 2δ δ× . To support flexible 
code rate, an ( ), ,n k δ  linear block code can be shortened by setting s
information bits to zero so that a new code  ( ), ,n s k s δ ′− −   is obtained     Fig. 1. Structure of shortened TPC                        
which is called the shortened code of ( ), ,n k δ . The shortened bits are not transmitted, and the check                              
bits are computed in the usual manner as in the original code. Indeed, δ δ′ ≥ . For simplicity, the minD
of the shortened code is still represented by δ in our paper. A universal matrix structure for shortened 
TPC is shown in Fig.1, where iγ and il ( )1,2i =  denote the shortened numbers of the component codes. 
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3. Improved Chase Decoding Algorithm for  Shortened TPC 
Let us consider shortened extended Hamming codes as the component codes with parameters 
( ), ,n s k s δ− − , which are transmitted on an AWGN channel with the received signal as 
( )1 2, , ,s s ny y y+ +=y% L . The Chase algorithm for shortened TPC can be described as follows. 
Step 1: Fill a value of “a” to the shortened part of the received signal y% . The received signal after 
filling can be described as ( )1 2, , , , ,s s na a y y y+ +=y L L .
Step 2: Produce the hard decision sequence ( )0 0,1 0, 0,, , , ,j nz z z= L Lz . Search for p lowest- 
reliability  positions of the received signal y  except for the extended single parity check bit and the 
shortened bits. 
Step 3: Generate the test pattern { }, 1, 2,..., 2 1piT i= = −e , and the foregoing p lowest-
reliability positions will be represented by all possible  binary “0” ,“1” bit sequences. And the other 
positions will be represented by “0”. 
Step 4: Form test sequences 0i i= ⊕z e z , 1 2 pi≤ ≤ . Decode each test sequence iz  using an 
algebraic decoder to obtain the candidate codeword iv .
Step 5: The candidate codewords are mapped from { 0,1 } to { +1,-1 }, and the square Euclidian 
distances between the received signal and the candidate codewords are computed. Then the candidate 
codeword with minimal distance will be selected  to be the decision codeword v .
If there is an error in the shortened part while test sequence is decoded, the relative codeword may not 
be a legal codeword for the shortened code. The purpose of setting “a” is just to reduce the possibility 
that this codeword will become the soft decision codeword. The value of “a” is obtained by simulation.  
Except for the soft decision codeword v , computing the reliability of symbol jv requires the 
competing codeword v%  with smallest distance from y , and j jv v≠% . If the symbol jv    has a 




⎛ ⎞− − −= ⎜ ⎟ −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
%y v y v (1) 
In order to find the competing codeword, one must increase the number of the lowest-reliability bits, 
while the  complexity increases. To solve this problem, a reduction scheme of test sequences in step 4 is
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proposed in [6]. No decoding performance degradation occurs by this algorithm, however, the algebraic 
decoder cannot be performed in parallel. In this paper, an approach to reduce the number of candidate 
codewords and simultaneously improve the extrinsic information is proposed. After step 5, we select only 
h codewords among the 2 p  candidate codewords with minimal and different distance as the competing 
codewords, where 2 ph << . The method can highly reduce the complexity of decoder but result in some 
performance loss.  
If there is no competing codeword, we should use the traditional method to estimate the extrinsic 
information 
j jw yβ= × (2) 
The reliability factor β is obtained by simulations and it changes with each iteration. However, β
cannot change with the channel state information (CSI). In this paper, a more efficient  method of 
estimating jw  which can fit variational CSI is given by strict simulations as below 




k i k i ji i j i h i hi hi h k k
j
y v y v vv
w
p p
∈ ∈∈∈ = =
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ −− − − ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦= =
∑ ∑y v y v
(3) 
The maximum and minimum Euclidian distances are used to calculate the extrinsic information, and p has 
been defined before. Since we select one-error-correcting extended Hamming code as the component 
codes, the maximum Hamming distance between the soft decision and the other candidate codewords 
ranges from 2p −  to 2p +  for even values of p and from 1p −  to 3p +  for odd values of p. Here, p
is selected to eliminate the effect of the number of lowest-reliability bits. 
For the receiving sequences, “a” is added to the shortened position as the soft input information to fill 
the receiving matrix Y.  After the representation of the improved chase decoding algorithm and the new 
estimation of extrinsic information, the structure of the shortened TPC decoder with mth iteration is 
provided in Fig. 2.  And the soft input of the mth iteration are given by 
( ) ( ) ( )m m mα= +Y Y W  (4) 
where ( )mW denote the extrinsic information matrix of mth iteration, and ( )mα  is a scaling factor 
which is used to eliminate the difference between the standard deviation of Y and ( )mW . During the 
first several iterations, the reliability of the extrinsic information is not high enough, so the scaling factor 
takes a small value and it will increase with increasing number of iterations. For each iteration, the 
extrinsic information of shortened positions keeps the value of zero and soft-input information stays a.
We need to decode the rows or columns of soft-input matrix ( )mY  one by one，and the extrinsic 
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information matrix ( 1)m+W  will be operated as the a priori information for the next iteration. 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of mth decoding iteration  
of shortened TPC 
            
 Fig. 3  Performance comparisons of the conventional        
  and improved decoding algorithms for shortened TPC   
4. Simulation Results 
In this section, we assumed that both the rows and columns are encoded by an extended Hamming code 
( 64, 57, 4 ). We select a typical shortened TPC to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed decoding 
algorithm over an AWGN channel with BPSK signalling. The row decoder and column decoder work in a 
serial way. Here, the iteration number of decoder is set to be 4. The shortened type is 1 2 0r r= =  and 
1 2 18l l= = . Here, the evolution values of the factors α and β  for Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA) design with different numbers of iterations are also provided as below 
( ) {0, 0.125,0.25,0.375, 0.5, 0.5, 0.625, 0.625}mα =                                (5) 
( ) {0.5, 0.5, 0.875, 0.875, 0.875, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}mβ =                                      (6) 
where 0m =  denote the  initial status that the decoder only having the CSI. 
The performance comparison between our proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithm are 
shown in Fig.3. The decoding parameters of STPC ( ), ,wp C flag  produce a direct impact on the decoding 
complexity and performance. Where p still denote the number of lowest-reliability positions, wC denote 
the number of candidate codewords. We select the reliability factors β  to estimate the extrinsic 
information when 1flag = ,  and they are not needed when 0flag = .
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It can be seen from Fig. 3 that, the STPC ( 4,16,1 ) represent the conventional decoding algorithm, and 
the other shortened TPC represent our proposed improved decoding algorithm with different parameters. 
We also observe that if we estimate the extrinsic information without competing codeword using the 
reliability factor, there is only a slight performance degradation in the case of that the number of 
candidate codewords is reduced from 16 to 3. Compared with the conventional algorithm of STPC 
( 16,3,1 ), our improved algorithm with best  parameters of STPC ( 4,3,0 ) can obtain 0.12 dB coding gain 
at BER= 510−  with lower decoding complexity. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a practical and universal structure of shortened TPC was proposed, which made it more 
flexible to change the code-rate and code-length. After that, an improved iterative decoding algorithm 
based on Chase decoder was presented, in which the jointed methods of reducing the number of candidate 
codewords and efficient estimating the extrinsic information without competing codeword were designed. 
The simulation results show that, by using our improved decoding algorithm, considerable coding gain 
can be achieved compared with the conventional algorithm, and even the decoding complexity is much 
lower than conventional algorithm. We have finished the FPGA-based coding scheme in other project, 
and it has been confirmed to be a good and practical scheme for communication systems. 
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